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1. Facts

2. Practices

3. Reflections



Three info packages: 
i) summary trends, 
ii) at a glance tables,

iii) country briefs

• Global ‘living’ social protection 
tracker (11 versions since March 20)

• Wide network for data collection 
within and beyond WBG and UNICEF 
(governments sometimes providing 
data themselves)

• Available on SPJ website: 
worldbank.org/en/topic/socialprote
ction

• Full Excel dataset: 
http://documents.worldbank.org/cu
rated/en/104411592570575580/Glo
bal-Database-on-Social-Protection-
and-Jobs-Responses-to-COVID-
19.xlsx

https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/socialprotection
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/104411592570575580/Global-Database-on-Social-Protection-and-Jobs-Responses-to-COVID-19.xlsx


Significant global action on social protection… 
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Steady growth!
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Nearly all regions on the rise

AFR, 134

EAP, 172

ECA, 339

LAC, 233

MNA, 89

North America, 16

SAR, 41
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… but beware of complacency: 
did we reach an inflection point in social protection?
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Source: Gentilini et al 2020 database; Our World in Data database

SP measures Daily confirmed cases (7-days av)



Regional composition
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What’s inside the components

Paid sick support
22%

Healthcare 
insurance 

support 

6%

Pension
19%

Social security 
contribution 

waiver/subsidy

23%

Unemployment 
benefit 

30%

Social Insurance

Wage subsidy
56%

Activation 
(training) 

measures

16%

Labor Regulatory 
adjustment 

19%

Shorter work 
time benefits 

9%

Labor Markets

Cash-based 
measures

50%

in-kind 
food/voucher 

schemes 
19%

School 
feeding

4%

Utility and 
financial 

obligation 
support 

(waiver/postpo
nement)

25%

Cash for Work
2%

Social Assistance



Crisis adaptation

1.6B Individuals benefiting from coveragescale-up of cash and in-kind transfers

1.1B Individuals benefiting from coveragescale-up of cash transfers
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Other cash transfer features

Adequacy Duration

59% are new programs

25% are one-off schemes

72% are ongoing (info on 195 our of 621 social assistance measures)



It’s not just cash!

• School feeding adaptations to continue provisions of meals:

• Schools remined open just for food distribution in Chile

• Costa Rica established collection points of school meals with 
perishables/fresh food procured from local farmers

• Many countries switched to home deliveries of meals, e.g., Belize

• In Guatemala, those home deliveries are organized by parent 
associations

• In Jamaica, home deliveries will be managed by the private sector

• In Kerala/India, not meals, but “ingredients” delivered to 300k HHs

• In terms of other forms of in-kind transfers:

• Food + medicine/hygiene kits for the homeless in Spain

• Hotlines on food are established for communities in Ghana

• Urban food distributions are being set-up in cities like Bogota, Addis, Jakarta… and these are sometimes of universal nature:

• NYC has a meals program from 7:30 to 1pm in 400 Meals Hubs

• Lunch & dinner provisions are established at Delhi night shelters

• “Mobile kitchens” distributing 100k meals/day (Dom Rep)



Spending
• 0.4% of global GDP spent on social protection measures for C19 ($589B). Often very low on a per-capita basis
• In line with Ortiz and Cummins (2013) ($2.4T in stimulus, ¼ invested in social protection… but in the FFF crisis overall)
• Plus $2.5B in humanitarian assistance (4.5% via governments)… 50k Venezuelans in SISBEN; cash by WFP in Venezuela
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Public communications in a rapidly-evolving environment



Information systems and social registries



Innovations in payments



▪ Tunisia: one-off cash to 623k HHs
▪ Morocco: 3M HHs
▪ Brazil: 3M HHs
▪ Thailand: 9M HHs
▪ Egypt: 200k HHs

The missing middle and informal sector workers

▪ What happens after the transfer? How we can build on that provision to get 
those people closer to the SP system for further programs and interventions?



But formal employment also features prominently…

• In most advanced countries, subsidies often have not targeted specific sectors—largely broad-based 
• Micro and small and medium-sized enterprises given 
• But also larger firms: Australia, Canada, Croatia, Netherlands, Mongolia and Poland, direct wage subsidies at firms that 

report a certain decline in revenues or profit

• Typically cover between 60-80% of salaries, including a maximum amount per worker

• Self-employed and freelancers are often registered: France, Germany, Greece, Italy, New Zealand 
have specific support schemes for these groups

• Complementing subsidies for new employment
• In Montenegro, subsidy for new employment at 70% minimum wage for at least 6 months 
• In Bulgaria, firms can hire workers that are in unpaid leave in other firms.

• Strengthening their active labor market programs, particularly 
intermediation services and skills training

• Singapore, China, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines…



Exposing urban vulnerabilities

• Lockdowns… but 80-96% of housing doesn’t meet WHO C19 standards

• Range of design and delivery issues
• 21 urban safety nets for C19 in Kinshasa, Colombia, Nigeria, Ethiopia, Zimbabwe, Afghanistan, etc. 
• Partnership with private sector (mobile phone operators etc)
• Outreach, communication, mobilization (mobility) (e.g., Tanzania, Congo)
• Targeting (data collection/granularity, adaptation of methods, role of neighborhood groups)
• Benefit structure (opportunity costs, e.g., Mexico, U.S., Manila; links to saturated services)
• Informal and mushrooming settlements (e.g., India)

• Institutional and sectoral linkages 
• Health and range of C19 activities (public works in the Philippines, Kenya, CAR)
• Housing (e.g., rental support in Haiti), slums upgrading (e.g., Rio)
• Urban labor markets (e.g., skills training, accompanying measures, ‘graduation’ models)
• Links to municipal plans (e.g., public works in Argentina) 
• Trust in the state and social cohesion in violent areas (e.g., Bogota`, El Salvador, South Africa)
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• First wave of CCTs

• Large food subsidies 
(Raskin, PAL)

• Explosion of evidence 

• Introduction of flagship schemes 
beyond LAC (e.g., PSNP)

• Political commitments

Stylized level of social protection 
preparedness and response to crises

• Investments in programs 
(14/year in Africa)

• Delivery systems agenda

• “Adaptive social protection”

• Unprecedented scale-up

• Still…. only 1/5 of people in the bottom 
quintile covered in low income 
countries

• 2B informal sector workers with 
no/limited protection in middle-income 
countries

• Welfare systems often complex to 
navigate in more advanced economies

Great recession (2008-2010)

Reflection #1
We are better-off than a decade ago; but still many holes in full display

Macro crises in mid/late 1990s

Covid-19

+

-



Reflection #2
Emerging interactions to build upon…

• … between cash and in-kind transfer modalities
• School meals are converted into vouchers (UK) or cash (Armenia); in Jordan, same database used for cash (NAF) and food subsid y 

• … between social assistance, insurance and labor market programs
• For example, childcare support in form of cash (which we see in 9 countries) is often an integral part of LM policy; and cash for 

informal workers out of work is the most basic form of UI; cash for urban migrants (India)

• … between social protection and disaster risk management (health pandemic preparedness & response)
• Enriching early warning systems with health data; integrate within ‘adaptive’ and shock-responsive social protection plans

• between fiscal and monetary policy when cash is provided universally, but temporarily 
• Hybrid schemes in between Helicopter Money (an unconventional monetary tool) and a UBI (a fiscal tool) (6 cases)

• … and between the formal (public and private) and informal (NGO and private) provisions
• The Armenian government working with the RedCross for food+hygiene to Syrian refugees

• In Ecuador and Bogota, people and firms can make donations on online platforms from supermarket; Nora’s “people -to-people SP” 



• Notion of “triggers”
• So much is based on, lets say, “less than structured” decision-making processes on when and how much to scale up. Anchoring 

those decisions on more objective, transparent and measurable criteria?

• Possible demand for simplicity
• All programs were stripped of more complicated elements. This may be appreciated by both administrators and beneficiaries

• Conditions and other components added when they clearly display a proven, favorable benefit -cost ratio?

• Taxation and reframing “political and economic sustainability” of social protection
• Opportunity to keep enhancing coverage, but also discuss benefits and taxes in an integrated manner.

• Taxation molds a social contract, generates accountability, and it’s key for state building; taxation is also a vehicle for t argeting, taxes 
are a channel to deliver benefits, and the shape of taxation ultimately determines the incidence of benefits

• MIS around benefits… perhaps a compelling argument can be made for the other side of the coin, the tax system? 

Reflection #3
Objectivity, simplicity, sustainability…



Reflection #4
A bubble or toward a new equilibrium?

In other words: how much of temporary support will become permanent? And is that enough?

• What is “crisis-related”, what is “structural”… and the how much these overlap
• But these need to be anchored on a sense of direction: what’s “enough” social protection? What’s an “optimal” level and 

composition?

• Battle of two forces: C19 is opening the space for innovating and rethinking; but financing and 
sustainability may soon move center-stage
• Ability of previously undercovered or uncovered populations to organize and express of new demand
• Political economy of change: what is being replaced, winners/losers, and pressure groups…


